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Abstract - This position paper provides an
abstract discussion regarding current work
to develop a design theory for the
realization of a computer-based assistant
composed of "societies of agents" based on
Minsky’s Society of Mind theory.
Specifically, the theory attempts to define a
cognitive architecture to integrate various
learning and reasoning processing. This
work has resulted in the implementation of
a prototype assistant, called MARVIN,
which has been applied to support
collaborative design and work in a
multimedia desktop conferenclng system at
AT&T Bell Laboratories.

1. Introduction

The study of "computer-based agents" has
resulted in a diverse set of views and
realizations. One such view has focused on
creating an "agent" which performs a
specialized task for a computer user and in

some cases also collaborates with other types
of agents. In this paper, I consider the study

of agents from a different perspective. In a
"light hearted sense", you could state the
problem as: how many diverse agents does it
take to build an assistant? If we are
attempting to create an "intelligent entity"

to assist humans, then we are destined to
study and learn how to create an assistant,
not just an agent. From this position, I
report on an approach strongly influenced by
Marvin Minsky’s Society of Mind theory

(SOM).
What is required is a cognitive

architecture which integrates various distinct,

reasoning processes represented by many
different "societies of agents". This paper
describes a design theory which has been
implemented to provide a computer-based
assistant. In this work, spatial, structural,
functional, temporal, and causal reasoning

processing are integrated via a semantic
network, a "rule-based system", Minsky’s
polynems, trans-frames, and pronomes, and
scripts. This implementation has been
applied at AT&T Bell Laboratories to
support desktop multimedia conferencing
where users collaborate via pen-based
computers and voice (telephone). In this
context, the goal of a computer-based
assistant is to classify and index the
"changing" states of a "world" which both

the user(s) and the assistant coexist. In this
world, each user is supported by a

personalized assistant and the world is
composed of "things" (e.g., paper documents,
electronic ink, images, etc.) upon which users
apply actions. The assistant(s) attempt 
recognize and define relationships between
the actions applied by the users to the world
and the resulting new states of that world.
This functionality provides a new framework
for users to electronically work together.

2. The Applied Problem

To test various design methods by which to
prototype an assistant, several tasks were
identified relating to collaborative electronic
work environments. Specifically, I wished to
define several tasks which could be
supported by an assistant which specifically
require integrated learning and reasoning.
Further, these tasks serve to improve human
interactions within a virtual meeting room

(vMR).
Conceptually a VMR is a virtual place

where one or more persons can work together
even though the individuals are physically
located in distinct locations. An example of

a VMR is an "electronic place" where
individuals physically located in New Jersey
and England can meet and "work". In a
VMR, the individuals share and create
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information in a variety of media ranging
from text to video to images to drawings to
audio.

In a VMR, the goal of an "assistant" is to
recognize, classify and index all actions
applied by users on all the "information
artifacts" present within a VMR over the
entire length of a meeting. VMRs also
support the functionality of persistence, thus
meetings can exist over arbitrary long
periods of time. The VMR is like a meeting
room where individuals can work, leave at
the end of a day while leaving behind all
"documents" and other "information
artifacts", and then return to continue the
"work at hand".

If collaborative work environments, such
as a VMR, are to be successful, then there
exists a strong need to improve the
expressiveness of the participants working in
such places and to minimize many of the
"computer related" actions which are
currently required. Here are two examples
which demonstrate how an assistant could
improve the cognitive performance of the
participants of a meeting in a VMR.

Consider a typical group of designers
working in a "brainstorming" session. By
the end of such a working session in a real
physical room, the designers would have
created and used a large number of
documents, bullet lists, diagrams, notes,
post-its and other such items. Based on the
typical properties of such a real physical
room, the participants could more than
likely organize themselves effectively. When
we port the work of designers to a VMR, the
"view" of their work environment is
constrained to the physical size of their
respective computer screens (e.g., 1152x900
pixels or less). What if a "software
assistant" took on the responsibility to
organize the "creative" output and
interactions of all the participants? Thus,
each participant could query via dialog boxes
or direct manipulation the assistant to
present organized views of the various
artifacts used during a meeting in a VMR.
Specifically, an assistant could formulate and
reformulate diverse views and
representations of a design meeting both
during a meeting and reviewing previous
aspects of a meeting which occurred in the

past.

As a second example, an assistant could
attempt to minimize the need for
participants in a VMR to acquire or use
computer skills relating to a given set of
tasks. Such simple tasks as grouping visual
artifacts in a drawing package so as to apply
a global action such as a spatial movement of
the artifacts could be supported by an
assistant. If for example, the assistant
believed that a specific set of artifacts were
related and a participant, moved one of the
artifacts within the set, then an assistant
could apply an action to either (1) move the
entire set relative to the action applied by
the participant or (2) generate the necessary
"physical relationships" over the set to
maintain access to a plausible conceptual
view of the set. This functionality would
reduce: (1) the interaction protocols required
between users and their computers to
achieve given goals and (2) the need for users
to develop certain skills required to perform
in a VMR environment for creative design.

3. A Theory of Trans-Actions Trans-
Scripts And Trans-Frames

As an initial exercise to integrate several
reasoning processes, a simple "assistant" was
prototyped via a blackboard architecture.
This effort served to identify and map
properties and relationships from the VMR
domain theory, the applied problem, to the
five modalities of reasoning: spatial,
temporal, structural, functional, and causal.
This frame-based implementation consisted
of five knowledge sources, the five reasoning
processes, generating proofs to the current
hypothesis on the blackboard.

This blackboard prototype served to
develop an extensive set of qualifiers and
related quantifiers by which to describe the
"world" in which both the users and the
assistants performed tasks. These qualifiers
defined formal relationships over such simple
primitives as lines, edges, dots (active pixels),
color, and user input events (e.g., mouse,
pen, and keyboard events). From these
primitives, various relationships (e.g.,
spatial, structural, functional, etc.) are
defined to provide conceptual
representations to generate composite
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artifacts. For example, sets of lines forming
geometric shapes such as rectangles and
rectangles complemented with other
composite properties forming "computer
graphic windows", and windows
complemented with other artifacts forming
"electronic documents".

Based on this enumerated set of qualifiers
both a representation schema and a
grammar of legal actions was formalized.
This initial work provided a framework to
apply several different "recognizer processes"
to such tasks as (1) hand writing recognition,
(2) context switching of electronic pen input,
to simulate a real pen to draw or to act as a
pointing device (e.g., a computer mouse) for
direct manipulation tasks or to act as a
keyboard, (3) formulating plausible
relationships over all artifacts and events
within a world over some interval of time,
and (4) performing tasks relating to a user
applied action which typically the user would
be required to perform (e.g., grouping in 
drawing application).

From this initial prototype, a design
theory biased by SOM was derived and
applied in the prototyping of a new VMR
assistant called MARVIN. One of the
fundamental goals of this work required that
MARVIN learn by formulating scripts.
MARVIN formulates scripts via episodic and
semantic processing which generates
explanations of individual states of the world
and causal processing to map relationships
between these given states. MARVIN applies
case-based and explanation-based techniques
in order to support causal, temporal, spatial,
functional and structural reasoning. These
five modes of reasoning are essential to
address the VMR domain theory and to
formulate pragmatic scripts of the VMR
world and its users.

Implementation of MARVIN required an
architecture composed of the following key
components: (1) a "semantic network society
of agents .... representing" a priori knowledge
of physical/conceptual objects and
verbs/actions, (2) a "rule-based society 
agents" to validate relationships and axioms,
(3) polynemes (K=lines) to apply effects 
sets of societies of agents (e.g., shape agents,
color agents, size agents, script agents, etc.)
so as to "re-member" some "thing", (4)

pronomes to provide "short term memory"
facilities, (5) "difference engines" which
evaluate and determine differences in the
"properties" of the state of 2 distinct
pronomes each "representing" some "thing",
(6) trans-frames which are pronomes each
"representing" the Conceptual Dependencies
of some "thing", and (7) a "society of script
agents" representing partial orderings of
states over time.

A theory of multiple agents collaborating
must define a set relationships over the
community of agents. What is the
collaborative language? What knowledge is
shared and what knowledge is common? A
good theory provides a method for agents to
be expressive without introducing "extreme
complexity".

Two fundamental advantages achieved in
the design of MARVIN compared with the
previous VMR prototype assistant are:

1. MARVIN’s architecture relies on many
"agents" communicating by passing
messages composed of bits set to either
zero or one. Thus MARVIN’s agents
are functional but, simple. The
semantics of message passing between
agents is derived from the physical
architecture which defines a
hierarchical set of fixed relationships
between all the societies of agents.
MARVIN’s agents are not implemented
to "understand" each other or share
common knowledge. Aa agent will just
"enter" into some defined state and
pass "bits" to other agents to
"influence" them.

2. MARVIN’s ability to encode new
situations "encountered" as cases is a
major attribute. Each case is
represented via a distributed set of
state machines ("societies of agents")
with each state machine specializing in
a given type of property. This
technique is quite useful to integrate
episodic and semantic processing.
Further, this case-based method
appears to be quite effective in
extending existing cases with new
features and encoding new cases to
MARVIN’s "knowledge-base".
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4. Final Thoughts

This position paper provides an abstract
discussion regarding current work to develop
a design theory for the realization of a
computer-based assistant composed of
"societies of agents". Specifically, the theory
attempts to define a cognitive architecture to
integrate various learning and reasoning
processing. In my discussion, I have only
hinted to the reader some of the issues and
results obtained from my work and the
implementation of MARVIN. I am strongly
interested to provide more detailed
documentation upon request. Please feel free
to contact me at the addresses listed above.
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